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CONTAMINATION » Fountaingrove needs complete revamp,
while officials say Coffey Park problem less extensive

Replacing water system
may cost $43 million

Home
prices
hit new
record
Shortage of housing
intensified in February
because of October fires
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Tim Selle, Santa Rosa utilities system operator, collects water samples from a line Thursday in Coffey Park. Fountaingrove’s water-delivery system,
tainted by the Tubbs fire, may need to be replaced, and contamination also has been detected in Coffey Park.

Benzene is
detected in
new area

By KEVIN MCCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The entire water-delivery
system in a 184-acre section of
the devastated Fountaingrove
neighborhood will likely need
replacement after becoming
contaminated with benzene,
and it appears the city will initially be on the hook for a project whose estimated costs have
soared to $43 million.
The intensive investigation
into the exact cause of the contamination continues, but officials say they now understand
how the cancer-causing hydrocarbon found in gasoline and
plastics made it into the water
mains in the area.
The city’s team of water engineers, consultants and regulators is “converging on the
recommended approach” that
would require the “full replacement of the distribution system, from the water mains to
the meters on the properties”
and related equipment like fire
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On Deauville Place in Fountaingrove, warning tape remains in place
on a lot where a home was razed by the Tubbs fire in October.
doubled, and completion may
take significantly longer than
the year he initially hoped.
The
development
raises a host of questions about
how quickly the devastated

hydrants within the advisory
area, Ben Horenstein, director of Santa Rosa Water, said
Thursday.
The cost of that solution,
which Horenstein had previously estimated at up to
$20 million, has now more than
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Benzene, the cancer-causing chemical that city officials
believe was sucked into its water system in a heavily burned
area of Fountaingrove, is continuing to be discovered outside the advisory area, including one place in Coffey Park,
city officials acknowledged for
the first time this week.
But officials insist the new
findings are not an indication
the problems in Fountaingrove
are migrating to other parts of
the city.
However, they have now
found 20 locations outside the
Fountaingrove advisory zone
with elevated levels of benzene.
Fourteen of the locations were
identified in the last month
after the city aggressively expanded its testing program.
TURN TO BENZENE » PAGE A2

By DAVID J. LYNCH
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump embarked
Thursday on the sharpest trade
confrontation with China in
nearly a quarter-century, mov-
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ing toward imposing tariffs on
$60 billion in Chinese goods
and limiting China’s freedom
to invest in the U.S. technology
industry.
The Chinese government
fired back hours later, threatening to hit $3 billion in U.S. goods
with tariffs. Trump’s announcement was “typical unilateralism
and protectionism,” China’s
Commerce Ministry said in a
statement, and it had set a “very
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bad precedent.”
“China does not want to fight
a trade war, but it is absolutely
not afraid of a trade war,” it said
in a statement issued this morning in Beijing. “We are confident
and capable of meeting any
challenge. It is hoped that the
U.S. side will be able to make a
swift decision and not to drag
bilateral economic and trade relations into danger.”
Trump’s actions — which sent

John
Bolton

McMaster
out, Bolton
stepping in
Trump picks hard-liner
for 3rd security adviser
By MARK LANDLER
AND MAGGIE HABERMAN

stocks to their biggest one-day
drop in six weeks — followed a
government finding that China had treated U.S. companies
unfairly by coercing them into
surrendering trade secrets for
market access.
“We’re doing things for this
country that should have been
done for many, many years,”
the president said at the

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump named John
Bolton, a hard-line former U.S.
ambassador to the United Nations, as his third national security adviser on Thursday, continuing a shake-up that creates one of
the most hawkish national security teams of any White House in
recent history.
Bolton will replace Lt. Gen.
H.R. McMaster, the battle-tested Army officer who was tapped
last year to stabilize a turbulent
foreign policy operation but who
never developed a comfortable
relationship with the president.
The move, which was sudden
but not unexpected, signals a
more confrontational approach
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Trump pursues $60B China tariffs
Action fuels fear of
trade war as country
strikes back at US

H.R.
McMaster
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BEN HORENSTEIN, director of Santa Rosa Water, on benzene levels in Fountaingrove
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By KEVIN MCCALLUM

“It’s difficult, if not likely impossible, to get rid of it in any
reasonable time frame other than by replacement.”
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Sonoma County home prices
rose to a new high in February,
when a shortage of homes exacerbated by the October wildfires
forced buyers to routinely outbid
the asking price.
The median sales price for a
single-family home climbed to
a record $689,000 in February,
according to The Press Democrat’s monthly housing report,
compiled by Pacific Union International senior vice president
Rick Laws. The median price
increased 2 percent from January and 14 percent from a year
earlier.
When considering desirable
homes, buyers today generally
expect to bid above the asking
price in order win the properties,
real estate brokers said.
“It’s just a question of how
much,” said Lori Sacco, managing broker for Vanguard Properties in Sebastopol.
The buyers’ bids often exceed 5
percent of the list price, brokers
said, or about $40,000 for a home
priced at $800,000.
“We’re definitely driving the
prices up just to get an offer accepted,” said Ingrid Mathews,
co-manager of Better Homes Realty in Santa Rosa.
October’s wildfires, the most
destructive in state history,

‘WE ARE ELECTED TO SERVE’: State Supreme
Court chief justice speaks in Santa Rosa to
legal community on array of issues / A3
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